
Design (make?) an 

Easter or Spring     

Garden.   
You could link it to the Christian 

Easter celebration OR show the 

different signs of spring. 

Make a Spring chick 

or lamb. 
It could be a junk model; some 

sewing;  on minecraft;  made of 

food.... Be creative! 

Decorate an egg. 
This could be on paper, a hard 

boiled egg or make a paper       

mache one... again be as creative 

as you want. 

Find out about the  

Seder plate. 
It is the Jewish celebration of     

Passover this week. Find out about 

the Seder plate, which is part of a 

very special meal.  Can you find 

out who Moses is and why he is   

important in the Jewish faith? 

Design your own 

Easter egg box.  
What colour would the foil be?  

What would the pattern or        

character be on it?  You could 

even have a try at making your 

own box! 

Make an Easter Sock 

Bunny. 
See the instructions on the blog for 

a Mr Denny Easter Sock Bunny 

craft.  Maybe afterwards you could 

write an adventure for your bunny? 

Spring Hero Comic 

Strip. 
Design a superhero related to 

spring (super bunny?) and create a 

comic strip adventure for them. 

Animal Top Trump 

cards 
Create top trump cards for differ-

ent animals you might find in the 

English countryside.  Think about 

herbivores, carnivores and           

omnivores. 

New Life Cycle 
Research and create an             

explanation text about the life   

cycle of ANY animal you want.  

Think about the stages and don’t 

forget to add in pictures. 

Write a set of             

instructions. 
Make something– it could be 

cakes, a card, a lego model...your 

bed! Once you have done it, write 

a set of instructions so someone 

else could do it. Remember– What 

you need. What you do. How you 

know you have done it. 

JUMP into Action! 
Create a dance routine to a song 

with the word JUMP in it!  Even    

better if you can get your whole 

family involved! 

Egg Parachute 
Can you make a parachute and 

carrier to stop an egg cracking if 

you drop it from 3m (or higher). 

How could you keep the egg safe?  

What material would make the 

best parachute? 
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